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What an incredible Spring we have had! 

Each week, the youth of the FCJYN have showed up and participated in
discussions, activities and challenges. You have unleashed your
competitive sides in virtual Pictionary, memorizing games and scavenger
hunts. You have inspired us with you creativity during group projects, and
as many of you have stepped in as group facilitators to lead engaging and
meaningful discussions, you continue to inspire us!

You participated in the Canadian Council for Refugees national "Youth
Action Gathering", sharing the experiences of newcomer and migrant
youth in Canada. You held the FCJYN's first "Youth Engagement Week",
which held discussions on leadership, engagement and change-making for
migrant youth. We want to extend a thank you to all the you that
participated in our Youth Engagement week and Youth Action Gathering.
We owe the success of both events to you, and commitment, engagement
and advocacy. 

The Youth of the FCJ Youth Network (FCJYN) have always been one of the
pillars of the FCJ Refugee Centre. Many of you have lent your time to
supporting our community by helping with food distribution, running our
childminding program, acting as reception at the Centre and so much
more. We want to thank you! One thing is clear: the youth in this group are
talented, dynamic and determined to improve their community! 

The last year has not been easy... Life has changed so much for so many of
us. One thing that has not changed is that we are here for you. Our doors
are still open and Home is still Here!

FCJYN: Home is Here 



 
Step 1: Prepping your canvas

If your canvas does not already come primed, this step can be
done the day before or at least an hour or two before you are

ready to start. Use Gesso to prime the canvas. This means
painting a layer or two of the gesso on the canvas. If you’d like

you can also do the edges.
 

Step 2 : Creating the sunset look
Paint the entire canvas yellow. Before the yellow dries use orange
and make a line to split the canvas in half. In each corner of one
half of the canvas, use the orange paint and sponge it into the

yellow. You can blend it to your liking. Red is also an option.
 

Step 3: Adding some trees
To create trees you will use black and go directly on top of the

line you first made and make small strokes going from the line in
an upward direction.

Let that dry for a few minutes.
You will then mix white and blue together and brush some of

that on the inside of the strokes you made with the black.
 

Step-by-Step
Sunset

Painting 
 By Renika



 
Step 4: Creating the body of water

At this point, you should have the other half of the canvas that is only yellow. You will
only be working with about 1⁄2 - 3⁄4s of that space.

For the lake, you will need red and orange paint. You will use your smallest brush and
make horizontal strokes of either colour on the left of the canvas and right (paint

going to the center). Make sure to leave an oval-like shape in the middle (this space
should be yellow only).

 
Step 5: Riverbank

This will be the remainder of the canvas that is still yellow. (bottom of canvas)
For the riverbank, you have the option of just painting it brown or you can use

different shades of brown. To get a lighter shade you can add red or for a darker
shade, you can add just a little black.

 
Step 6: Moon and reflection

Moon: For this step, you’ll go back to the top of the canvas and, using your white
paint, paint a circle in the middle. Not a very big one. It could be about an inch or so.
Reflection: To make the reflection you’ll use a small brush and make zig-zag lines in
the yellow space that was left out in the river. Start narrow, then eventually go wide

and then back to narrow.
 
 

Step 7: Final touches
You can sign and date your painting after it dries. To seal the painting apply 2 layers

of mod podge. Apply the first layer vertically and the second layer horizontally. Let dry
for a couple of hours. AND VOILA! 

 

Step-by-Step Sunset Painting 
 By Renika



FCJYN
=

Artists! 

 



 

What art project should we try next?

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

We had a blast during our art class
with you all! Your enthusiasm,

positivity and talent inspired us and
we love how everyones painting

turned out. Keep in touch with us for
information on when the next art

class will take place!



Instructions: 
Preheat Oven to 350 Degrees

Set water to boil, putting in a little bit of oil and salt. Once water
is boiled, put macaroni in and let cook for 8 minutes or

according to package instructions. 
Once macaroni is cooked, drain and set aside. 

In a large bowl add milk, pepper, sugar, salt and seasoning 
Stir in 3 cups of cheddar cheese into the large bowl. Set 1/2 cup

of cheddar aside to topping. 
Stir in the cooked macaroni into the bowl. 

Pour everything into a greased baking dish or pan, and top with
reserved 1/2 cup of cheddar cheese. 

Bake for approximately 35-40 minutes, until macaroni pie is firm. 
Before serving, allow your macaroni pie to sit and cool outside of

the oven for 10-15 minutes. 
 

RON'S TIP: Add sweet peppers to before baking to add colour
and decoration to your macaroni pie!

Elbow Macaroni (2 cups) 
Onion (1 whole)
Evaporated Milk (1&1/3 cups) 
Salt & Seasoning (paprika, black pepper, curry powder...)
Grated Cheddar Cheese (3 & 1/2 cups)
White Pepper (1/4 tsp)
Brown Sugar (2-3 tbsp)
Suggesting toppings: Ketchup, Mustard, Mayonnaise

Ingredients: 

Ron's Macaroni Pie



My Future
Billie Eilish 

Queen Tings
Masego & Tiffany Gouche

Satisfy My Soul
Bob Marley & The Wailers

Heart Anniversary
Giveon

Take Me Home
Jess Glynne
Hallelujah 
Jeff Buckley 

I Can Change
Lake Street Dive
Coming in Hot

Lecrae & Andy Mineo 
Hurts 2B Human

P!nk & Khalid 
 

FCJYN Relaxation Playlist 

 FCJYN Happy Playlist 

 

 
Happy
Pharell 

Hakuna Matata
Lion King

Everything is Going tp be Alright 
Bob Marley 

Some where over the Rainbow 
Sound of Sunshine

Michael Franti
What a Wonderful World

Louis Armstrong
 What songs would you recommend for these playlists?

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________



 l long for home
The place I cannot remember

The place I cannot reach
The place which I can only imagine,

And when I do, tears fall from my face
 

I long for home
While at work, I may have friends, but no peace

While at "home", I have family, peace and joy, but I must leave
 While among people, there is hope and joy, tainted by injustice and despair

While out in the world, the sights are grand, the lands vast, yet it fails to be even a cheap
imitation

 
I long for home

The place where I remember, where all is clear
The place where there are no ill feelings

The place where all exist in harmony
The place where even the memories of pain have vanished

 
I long for home

I feel relief to embrace my parents, yet just like theirs, mine too will die
I feel joy in companionship, yet friends must at some point drift apart

I feel fulfillment in activities, yet that fulfillment, like my own life, quickly fades
 

I long for home
Surrounded by unmatched beauty, superior with each glance
Surrounded by endless activity, no two the same, ever exciting
Surrounded by happiness, for myself and for others, eternally

Surrounded by all this, yet our greatest joy, to meet our creator
 

I long for home
The best of this life, beyond comparison, amplified

The worst of this life, nowhere at all to be found
The best of people, whom I admire, all around

The place I come from, cannot remember, but can never forget.
 

I long for home
 

My Only True Happy Place 

- Written by  Lazlo



This spring we started a new semester of Uprooted U!
We’re thrilled to be welcoming back our amazing co-teachers,
Tyler Correia and Jesse Kohut.

Held over twelve weeks, this semester will offer a weekly two-
hour blended course, incorporating foundational academic skill-
building and encouraging the advanced implementation of
these skills through weekly journal assignments and other
creative projects. Throughout the course, students will be
guided in developing critical thinking, writing, and reading skills,
while engaging in assignments to challenge themselves and
expand their horizons.This program will also offer weekly study
hall sessions, and each student who successfully completes the
course will be provided with a certificate.

To all the students of this semesters Uprooted U, we at the
FCJYN wish you a thought provoking, fun, and educational
semester! 

Uprooted U Program!  

What are you interested in learning more
about? 

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________



 

Jokes on Us  

 

What has more letters than the alphabet? 
The post office!

"Dad, did you get a haircut?" 
"No, I got them all cut"

I don't trust stairs... They're always up to
something!

What does a lemon say when it answers the phone?
 "Yellow!"

How do you make 7 even? 
Take away the "S"!

What does a bee use to brush its hair?
 A honeycomb!

My dad told me a joke about boxing...
 I guess I missed the punch line!

 

I couldn't find a joke so I got you this mirror 



 

Jokes on Us  

I only know 25 letters of the alphabet. I
don't know "Y"

Singing in the shower is fun until you get
soap in your mouth... 

Then it's a soap opera! 

What do you call a factory that makes okay
products? 

A satisfactory

Dear Math, grow up and solve your own
problems!

How does the moon cut his hair? 
Eclipse it!

I asked my dog: "What's two minus
two?" He said nothing.



TV Show  

Mama mia 
Terror and anime 
Lord of the rings 

Grave of the Fireflies
Oceans 11

Roma 
Italian Job 

Avatar 
Snatch 

Rock n Rolla 
The devil wears Prada 

Mean Girls 
Cheetah Girls 

Easy A 
Fast and Furious 5

Spirited Away
 

Breaking Bad 
Money Hiest 

Jujutsu kaisen, 
Ginny and Georgia

OZ 
The Office 

Shingeki no kyojin rules
Attack on Titans

New Amersterdam 
Rick and Morty 

Bojack Horseman 
 

Youth Favorites 

 Movies 

What favourites of yours are missing from
these lists? 

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________



Do you Follow FCJ Youth Network  On Instagram?

Weekly Meeting Reminders!

FCJ Youth Spotlight Series!

Fun events!

Youth Opportunities! 

 

You should, It's a great way to connect
directly with us! We post: 



 
As Spring 2021 comes to an end the flowers are in bloom, the trees have

leaves, the days get longer, and the sun is shining, all indicating a beautiful
summer ahead. There are many uncertainties still, many challenges we still
have to overcome and many things beyond our control, but one thing we
can promise: the FCJYN will continue to be an inclusive, fun, and engaging

space for you all!
 

Whether it's online or in person, just know that we will continue to be here,
available to you, with our door open. As we look ahead to this summer, we
want to hear directly for you: What are you passionate about? What do you

want to do this summer? What would you like to share with other
newcomer youth? 

 
 No matter how long this pandemic lasts or no matter where you are in life,
we  will continue to walk alongside you, to support your dreams, to listen to
and amplify your voices and to celebrate your achievements. The FCJYN is a
community, a family, and YOU(th) are an important and irreplaceable part

of that. 
 

So here's to an exciting summer ahead! 
 

_________________________
________________________
_________________________
________________________

What's on your Summer 2021 bucket list? 

Goodbye Spring, Hello Summer! 



home is here fcj refugee centre

(437) 833 2427

@fcjyouthnetwork

Interested in joining the
FCJYN? Connect with us!


